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1. Abstract

Digital media like e-books, electronic magazines or other kinds of electronic documents build the foundation to allow people with certain disabilities to take a self-determined part within the scientific community. For example, access to information for blind people has never been as easy as today. But not all documents may a priori be used by all users, since they may miss some accessibility features. Several attempts have been made to assure that electronic documents will be accessible by as many users as possible (web content accessibility guidelines (WCAG) [1], Section 508 [2]). Beside these considerations, the most accessible document would be of no use, if you will not find it within a repository. To ensure that also people with disabilities will find the documents they search we plan to investigate the accessibility of metadata, after all data that describes other data, and their capability to describe the accessibility of objects they describe.

2. Introduction

e-Infrastructures Austria [3] is a three-year partnership project, started in January 2014 and sponsored by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science, Research and Economics (BMWFW) [4]. The project’s objective is the coordinated establishment and development of repository infrastructures for digital resources in research and science throughout Austria. To achieve the different goals the project’s workload was divided into work package clusters.

The project partners understand the importance of accessibility for as many users as possible and therefore installed a work package cluster on cross-project issues that discusses, besides other issues, the matters of accessibility and works on proposals and guidelines [5]. In cooperation with the “Metadata” cluster [6] (see also [7]) this workgroup investigates the ways how metadata could be defined to be as accessible as possible. Second basic interests are ways to describe the accessibility of the objects described by specific sets of metadata (accessibility metadata).

In this paper we would like to describe our intention to investigate how to apply basic ideas of given international accessibility guidelines on the concept of metadata and evaluate sets of accessibility metadata to ensure people with certain disabilities may determine if a given document would be usable and accessible by them. To answer these questions we would like to define some basic terms first.

3. Metadata

Metadata have been used in libraries for more than a century, for digital objects new metadata types have been adopted. Metadata fulfil some tasks like identifying items
uniquely worldwide, describing the context of the objects, supporting retrieval, recording access permissions and rights information, recording technical parameters and so on.

So we can distinguish in

- **descriptive metadata**, the descriptions of what a digital object it is, when and by whom it was made, but also its name and where to find it,
- **structural metadata** tell about logical and structural relationships,
- **technical metadata** give information about file type, which hardware and software was used when creating the object, and which platform or software will be needed to use it. Technical metadata should also include things such as image size (images) or frame rate (video),
- **administrative metadata** include rights management and documented preservation activities. Any change or modification to the object should be included in administrative metadata. (see also [8]),
- **accessibility metadata** are a new kind of metadata that describe an object’s ability or disability to be accessible for users with specific needs. Accessibility metadata lie somewhere between descriptive and technical metadata.

Metadata are an essential part in repository design, since they describe and structure the content stored within the repository.

Some theses about metadata:

1. Metadata help to find data, they support the search for the objects
2. Metadata give access to data, they regulate also the application to the objects
3. Metadata structure the data
4. Metadata give further information about the data
5. Metadata are valuable separately, they are sometimes also independent data
6. Metadata need standards, which allows to share them
7. Metadata help archiving and preservation of resources, because they give us the information about long term preservation
8. Metadata have to be accessible for all, also for disabled persons or persons with another first language
9. Metadata are data. They can be used as data from one person, and for another person they are describing other data. It depends on the perspective. Per example a video can be used as describing metadata for a diagram or it can be seen as research data.

4. Metadata Accessibility

Within this paper we would like to use the term accessibility in regard to a person’s ability or disability to use, perceive or find information due to a specific impairment.

But why would information be inaccessible to people with certain impairments? To answer this question let’s first take a look on a basic model of communication introduced by Shannon and Weaver in 1949 [9]. The basic idea of communication would be the process of sending messages or transferring information from a sender to a receiver via a
channel or media. A human being as receiver perceives information via his or her five senses.

If one sense is limited or even disabled at all (for example if you are blind and therefore not able to access visual information) other senses should compensate the loss. In case of blindness tactile and audio senses have proven to compensate the visual sense quite well. If a person lost his or her hearing abilities, the visual or tactile sense may serve as a compensator.

But even if a person is able to perceive information he or she may possible not be able to understand the message in a cognitive manner (people with learning disabilities) or the message gets lost or is altered on its way from sense to the brain (dyslexia etc.). And even in case all senses work quite fine and the message would reach the destination, it may be possible that a person would not be able to interact with a computer or other device, because he or she has issues with motoric control and therefore cannot use the device.

A person’s impairment(s) and the resulting disabilities in regard to information-consumption are quite individual and hard to compare.

The simple model shown only reflects a one-way information transmission for ease of understanding. Within today’s information society people with disabilities themselves are functioning as data sources. Therefore the authoring tools to create information must meet the same accessibility requirements [10].

In case of web accessibility we may rely on international guidelines [1] which promise help in achieving the goal of accessible content. Even PDF got an ISO standard to meet accessibility requirements called PDF/UA [11]. Luckily WCAG 2.0 was designed in a modular manner as general guidelines which may be applied to specific technologies. Implementations exist for HTML, CSS and even Text etc. There is no implementation for metadata yet, but we will try to work on that.

### 4.1 Four principles of accessibility defined by the WCAG 2.0

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines depend on four principles. Content must be:

- **Perceivable**: Information and user interface components must be presentable to users in ways they can perceive.
- **Operable**: User interface components and navigation must be operable.
- **Understandable**: Information and the operation of user interface must be understandable.
- **Robust**: Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by a wide variety of user agents, including assistive technologies.

We tried to investigate how to meet accessibility requirements specific to metadata. Concepts like easy to read need special attention, since most metadata are text. Easy to read is an accessibility feature many people may benefit from. For many deaf persons spoken languages like English or German are foreign languages, since they primary communicate in sign language. The best way to fit the needs of this specific group of users would be sign language metadata. But since not so many people know sign language, providing such metadata would be quite difficult. Even if sign language is some person’s native language, this does not mean he or she would not understand written language – maybe just not that well. What we may provide is a simpler version of the given written language. Easy language will also serve the needs for people with learning disability or learning disabilities.
difficulties or even people with other mother tongues who would not understand a foreign language quite well.

We are aware of the fact, that talking about easy language is a challenge within the scientific community. Most scientists depend on their specific terms or subject-specific language, which may be quite hard to understand for some people but are seen as a necessity. A glossary that describes individual terms or similar concepts could help in this matter. In this case we would talk about data describing metadata.

In most cases not the metadata on their own function as accessibility hazards, but the way they are represented within the user interface. Let’s take a look on some examples.

### 4.2 Example 1: Tag Cloud

The concept of a tag cloud may be used to represent how often articles with certain topics or tags are viewed on a website or blog. Individual tags are seen as single clouds or balloons. Each time they are viewed, they ascend within the tag cloud. Imagine you look down on the cloud from above. Objects that are located higher would appear bigger. Since we are dealing with textual objects, “bigger” means “bigger font-size”. In the given example “Foto des Monats” (“image of the month”) would be the most viewed topic because it’s biggest in the cloud. Another way to show a tag’s position in the cloud is by using colour. Objects related more to the ground would look paler due to the longer distance. So the darker an object, the closer it is to the viewer hence we look down from above such objects fly higher.

Tag clouds, as shown in this example, rely on visual characteristics (font size and colour) to represent their structure. Two characteristics a blind person may not use quite well. Neither font-size nor colour plays a big role in screen reader usage. In most cases a screen reader\(^1\) would represent a tag cloud as an unrelated list of tags or topics without any relation.

One way to make tag clouds usable by blind users is to order the cloud by number of views for a tag. A blind user would know, what comes first in the list was viewed most often, and so on. We could even append the number of views like “Foto des Monats: 599 views” to offer more Information.

As we see, the metadata “number of views” by itself is just a number. The number itself is no accessibility problem, but the way it is used in the user interface can be.

### 4.3 Example 2: DBIS colour flags

For a given library DBIS offers a list of licensed databases that may be accessed by users of the institution [12]. Some databases may offer free access, while others may be used

---

\(^1\) A screen reader is a piece of software that reads text represented by a computer system. In contrast to a computer screen, where structure content and design are represented side by side to be recognised at once, screen readers "read" the content sequentially. A blind user will not know a page’s entire content and structure till he or she reaches the end of the page.
only within the IP range of a library or restrict access even more (you have to enter a password). DBIS not only shows a list of the available databases, but also their access model. Access models are shown as colour flags. In case of Klagenfurt university library the colours were defined as follows: *Green* means free access, *yellow* means campus-wide access (IP range) and *blue* means campus-wide access with additional username and password. Would DBIS only use these colours as single way to differentiate between the values this would be a violation of success criteria 1.4.1 of WCAG 2.0. To avoid this behaviour DBIS colour flags additionally show textual information in form of specific characters (in this case F, C and U). Despite the internal implementation of the access level (may be a number or character) the metadata’s actual degree of accessibility depends on its representation in the user interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesamtteilnehmer (43 Treffer)</th>
<th>Zugang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM Digital Library</td>
<td>Campus+ U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Engineering Society Paper Search</td>
<td>frei F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookboon.com / Studium</td>
<td>frei F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Patent Classification</td>
<td>frei F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>datasheets360</td>
<td>frei F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPATISnet</td>
<td>frei F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4 Example 3: traffic light

Another way to represent at least three states with colour coded information could be a traffic light. Within a traffic light you get red, orange and green states, which could lead to misinterpretation, if a user suffers from red-green colour-blindness. But luckily, we got three distinct lamps positioned on top of one another. Therefore, we may interpret a given state by the position of the light glowing at this time. Convention dictates that red is always the upper light, while green is always the lowermost. The traffic light itself is an image, so it may not be read by a blind person a priori. By using alternative text (like red, orange, green) we may serve this user group as well.

As the three examples demonstrate, metadata should always be regarded in context to their representation within a repository’s user interface.

Our high aims within the e-infrastructures Austria project are to allow everyone access to both data and metadata.

To meet these expectations, we will have to consider some thoughts:

1. At first we should consider that metadata are also data. Metadata do not only describe data, but in some cases they give important information about the context.

2. We should think about how we may support data-providers to describe their objects intelligible to all, for example in a generally understandable language (easy to read). This also means to offer fields for multilingual explanations – maybe even sign language, which would require other formats than text, like video.
3. We also need to think about the accessibility of help texts.

4. To achieve the goal of universal accessibility we have to learn and understand the different needs of people with specific impairments, as well as people with migration background.

5. An additional benefit of these efforts is that we all get generally understandable metadata and data, we all can use for our work.

4.5 How to achieve this goal?

In order to determine the accessibility of within a given project, we propose the following modus operandi:

- Pick metadata samples to observe. For example, the set of metadata used in a specific repository.
- Apply WCAG 2.0 on user interface
  - Understand metadata representation in the related user interface (perception)
  - Understand metadata input and search forms (operability)
  - How understandable are naming and values? Are input, search and results supported by help systems for users? (understandable)
- Create a catalogue of tips how to handle specific metadata.
  - Or refine an already existing catalogue on each new project.

To test this approach, we plan to apply a case study on Phaidra[13], a repository hosted by the university of Vienna. The results will be published separately in time. Phaidra in its current state needs some enhancements towards accessibility, which makes it a perfect test case. In addition, Phaidra is a candidate to act as a repository for literature optimized for the needs of people with certain disabilities in conjunction with accessibility metadata as discussed in the next section of this paper.

5. Accessibility Metadata

Beside the idea of having metadata that are as accessible for as many users as possible metadata themselves may also describe the degree in which a given object can be used by persons with specific disabilities. Let’s take a look at a use case to understand the idea.

Since printed media are generally not quite accessible for blind and visually impaired people universities and libraries had to think about ways to offer these persons an alternative way to perceive their literature. Several Austrian universities therefore offer special digitalisation and processing services to transform printed materials into a format, a specific user may need [14][15]. At the end of this process we gain documents with diverse degrees in quality with regard to the recognized content (OCR). Until now people with certain disabilities had no easy way to determine if a given document provided by these services may fit their specific needs on accessibility, since no standards existed so far.

Schema.org [16] recently included several properties, defined by the accessibility metadata project [17], within its CreativeWork [18] class to identify the accessibility qualities of a publication. Many of these values were derived from the IMS Global Access for All (AfA) Information Model Data Element Specification [19]. Since this metadata can
be expressed in XHTML content documents using RDFa [20] or microdata attributes [18][21], they can even be included in EPUB3 documents [22].

Let’s take a look on some examples of accessibility metadata.

- **Accessibility features** are content’s particular enhancements to improve the accessibility for specific users. Examples for accessibility features would be alternative text, audio-description, or braille.
- On the other hand, **accessibility hazards** describe characteristics of resources that are physiologically dangerous to some users (like flashing, which may cause epileptic seizure).
- **Accessibility APIs** define Interfaces between an Operation System and assistive technology like screen readers or braille terminals. A given object or source may implement one or more of these APIs allowing assistive technology to interact with it.
- **accessibilityControl**: Keyboard / mouse / voice etc.

### 5.1 Example: Accessibility Metadata for video

```html
<body itemprop="video" itemscope="" itemtype="http://schema.org/VideoObject">
  <meta itemprop="accessibilityControl" content="fullKeyboardControl">
  <meta itemprop="accessibilityControl" content="fullMouseControl">
  <meta itemprop="accessibilityFeature" content="captions">

  <h1>Martin Luther King’s Speech (video): 'I Have a Dream'</h1>
  <video src="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smEqnnk3Fys" controls="">
    <track src="captions.webvtt" type="captions"/>
  </video>
</body>
```

The given example shows the use of accessibility metadata to describe video content. The example describes a YouTube video which is **fully controllable by keyboard** (which makes it usable for blind users), **controllable by mouse** and uses **captions** for textual transcriptions (what makes it usable for deaf and hard of hearing persons).

### 6. What are the next steps?

Within the **uniability** workgroup on **digital literature processing for print disabled persons**, where some of the members of Cluster L are involved, we tend to work toward a joint repository to hold literature prepared for specific needs of people with certain disabilities. Within this workgroup we will continue to evaluate, if the proposed

---

2 Uniability is the association for the equality of people with disabilities and chronic conditions at Austrian universities and colleges[23].
accessibility metadata provided by projects like the accessibility metadata project may fit the goals, and if necessary how to apply them to our needs.

Within the planned repository we intend to map a user’s individual needs to objects serving those needs. Therefore, we will have to provide:

- A set of metadata to map user’s needs to object properties: Schema.org / Accessibility Metadata Project / access4all defined such metadata.
- The infrastructure to serve different versions of an object, possibly optimized for specific user groups. Search for a suitable repository is still pending. One of the candidates could be an accessibility enhanced future version of Phaidra.
- Tools (possibly as part of the previously mentioned repository) to allow users to specify their needs and settings.

The joined work on Cluster I and Cluster L of project e-Infrastructures Austria built the foundation of our future efforts in the direction and provided us with new ideas and approaches to reach the goal.
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